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H 
BS is committed to developing future leaders equipped with 

the cultural intelligence and skills required to operate in 

today’s globalized world. Key to this effort is creating opportunities 

for members of the School’s increasingly multicultural community 

to develop insight into global business practices and share knowl-

edge with ever-widening audiences, in the process striving to 

address society’s greatest opportunities and challenges. Alumni 

and friends from around the world provide the fi nancial support 

and guidance that help fuel HBS’s international strategy.

Innovative approaches to deepening global engagement at the 

School this year include a student-led admissions event in Mon-

golia, fi eld work in Helsinki for fi rst-year MBA students, and a 

faculty immersion to Southeast Asia. In January, the School will 

introduce a fi eld course for second-year MBA students focused 

on startups and venture capital in Israel, and in August will add 

China to its portfolio of new function-driven Senior Executive 

Leadership Programs. 

The global centers and offi ces established by HBS around the 

world over the past 20 years are the nexus for the School’s 

international research and activities. They serve as embassies, 

enabling pathbreaking research (approximately half of all 

HBS cases produced today are globally oriented), facilitating 

immersions for students and faculty members, and assisting 

with admissions and career development outreach, among other 

activities. This network of centers and offi ces also strengthens 

the School’s relationships with local alumni and other leaders 

in business, government, and academia.

HBS shares its pedagogy with learners around the world. HBX, 

the School’s digital education platform, has enrolled more than 

23,000 participants from Azerbaijan to Zambia since 2014 and 

it continues to broaden the School’s impact. Harvard Business 

Publishing (HBP) represents yet another vehicle for disseminating 

HBS’s thought leadership through its publications and course 

materials; last year, HBP sold more than 10 million case studies 

globally, and it now offers 12 international editions of Harvard 

Business Review.

What drives HBS’s international agenda is a recognition of the 

need for faculty members and students to understand fi rsthand 

important business phenomena, wherever they occur. What sus-

tains the School’s efforts in this area is the dedication of alumni 

and friends who support internationalization, including through 

giving to the HBS Fund for Leadership and Innovation; these indi-

viduals are helping members of the HBS community acquire the 

global perspective necessary to be effective and insightful leaders.

DEVELOPING INSIGHTFUL 
GLOBAL LEADERS

 “The global research centers are critical to helping HBS 
faculty develop the understanding and insight they need 
to prepare students for leadership around the world.”
Lynn Paine, John G. McLean Professor of Business Administration 

and Senior Associate Dean for International Development

On the cover: First-year MBA students in Cape Town, South Africa, on their FIELD Global Immersion in May 2017.  COVER: BARBARA TRISSEL; LEFT: STUART CAHILL
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES

F 
rom cosmopolitan Bangkok and Singapore to the Sumatran rainforest, participants in the June 

2017 HBS faculty immersion explored the diverse industries of Southeast Asia. “This region 

is something of a new frontier for many of us,” says Willy Shih, Robert and Jane Cizik Professor of 

Management Practice, who cochaired the one-week immersion with Dennis Campbell, Dwight P. 

Robinson Jr. Professor of Business Administration. “We started with a very basic question: ‘What 

should we really know about Southeast Asia?’ ” 

Emerging markets provide critical links in many global supply chains, particularly on the upstream 

supply end, so the group of 12 HBS faculty members and a colleague from the Harvard John 

A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied Sciences visited companies that deal in sugar and 

bioenergy, rice, palm oil, tuna, paper, and data storage components. They also examined the 

gemstone and jewelry trade in Thailand, which produces 80 percent of the world’s jewelry, from 

high-end to mass-market, and met with villagers in Sumatra to discuss efforts to effect change 

in agricultural practices, such as reforestation. Fittingly, the group toured the PSA Singapore 

terminal, the world’s largest container transhipment hub.

The immersion culminated in a symposium in Singapore attended by local alumni and other 

business leaders. Several faculty members discussed their current research and, during panel 

discussions, addressed trade, globalization, innovation, and entrepreneurship.

Following the immersion, Shih refl ected on key learnings from the experience, which HBS’s 

Division of Research and Faculty Development and the Global Initiative’s Asia-Pacifi c Research 

Center’s Singapore offi ce helped to coordinate: “It’s striking how knowledgeable and proactive the 

fi rms we visited were about sustainability; some of them are far ahead of fi rms in the developed 

world. They understand that it’s essential to their long-term survival.” Similarly, the group was 

impressed by regional investments in infrastructure. 

 “In Sumatra, for example, the fi rm we visited was build-

ing roads and schools, because it’s in their interest 

to be able to get their products to market and have a 

qualifi ed workforce,” he says.

Shih was equally enthusiastic about the exchange of 

ideas among faculty members across disciplines, noting 

the dynamic discussions that took place on topics rang-

ing from supply chain management to social enterprises. 

Opportunities for faculty members to take a deep dive 

into the cultural, economic, political, and social forces 

shaping business in a region are invaluable, adds Shih, 

and often lead to case studies and global insight that 

enhance their conversations with students both in and 

outside the classroom.

“It’s striking how knowledgeable and proactive the fi rms we visited were about 
sustainability; some of them are far ahead of fi rms in the developed world.” 

Willy Shih, Robert and Jane Cizik Professor of Management Practice

Understanding Southeast Asia’s 
New Business Frontier 

 ABOVE: NATALIE KEYSSAR; RIGHT: JOHN MACOMBER
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T 
hose interested in understanding how to successfully 

build complicated infrastructure projects can gain 

insight by studying the world’s second-largest continent: 

Africa. “Policymakers, investors, and builders can learn 

from the African experience, where public-private partner-

ships and deployments of technologies are illuminating 

new ways to approach the task of funding infrastructure 

despite a scarcity of government funds,” says Senior 

Lecturer John Macomber.

Macomber, who spent three decades in the real estate and 

construction business prior to joining HBS in 2007, is com-

mitted to making real progress on some of the problems 

that face African nations. He designed an Immersive Field 

Course (IFC) focused on opportunities for private fi nancing 

of public infrastructure projects in Africa. An important 

element of the course, he says, was to have students spend 

signifi cant time working side by side with the local popula-

tion. “Get out and look with your own eyes,” he instructed 

the 40 second-year MBA students who traveled to Addis 

Ababa, Ethiopia, and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, in January 

2017.

Students enrolled in Africa: Building Cities divided into 

eight teams based on their interests and explored ideas for 

attracting private investment over the next decade in areas 

such as renewable and hydrocarbon power generation, 

sanitation, and telecommunications. 

 “We had access to high-level people,” says Sterling Cross 

(MBA 2017), who worked with a team on inner-city trans-

portation. “They were willing to get their hands dirty with 

us and really listened to our ideas. It was a true immersion 

and a phenomenal experience.” At the end of the course, 

students posted reports on a web-based platform that can 

be used by their local partners and by future groups of 

HBS students who will address similar issues in the region. 

 “The people we work with in-country are deep experts in 

their fi elds, and our students bring work experience, aca-

demic training, and optimism to the challenges,” reports 

Macomber. Having written several case studies and draw-

ing on the School’s Senior Executive Program – Africa, 

Macomber hopes, through his research, the students’ work, 

and collaboration with the School’s new research offi ce in 

Johannesburg, to offer business solutions to some of the 

continent’s most diffi cult problems. The IFC will be offered 

for the third time this coming January.

Funding Infrastructure: 
Lessons from Africa

Left: MBA students and project developer Sam Alemayehu (orange vest) tour 

the Reppie Waste-to-Energy project under construction near Addis Ababa, 

Ethiopia — the fi rst of its kind in Africa.
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CONTRIBUTORS 

REPORT

2016-2017

“Bill’s impact as a teacher, mentor, 
case writer, advisor, and friend is 
hard to exaggerate.” 

Doug Mackenzie (MBA 1989)

 ABOVE: NEAL HAMBERG

Recognizing that the best ideas can come from anywhere and that examples of 

great leadership and management practice exist everywhere, HBS is extending its 

intellectual reach to understand these new ideas and approaches and to dissemi-

nate them through its educational programs and Harvard Business Publishing. 

Gifts of all sizes to the HBS Fund for Leadership and Innovation help fuel the 

School’s ambitious international strategy to expand the scope of faculty research, 

develop students’ global intelligence, engage alumni, and infl uence business 

practice worldwide. 

ALUMNI SALUTE BILL SAHLMAN
As a faculty member for more than 35 years, Bill Sahlman has created a culture of entre-

preneurship that has powerfully infl uenced the School, its students and alumni, and society 

at large. Following Sahlman’s retirement in June 2017 (he remains on the faculty as a 

Baker Foundation Professor), and as a tribute to his many contributions, a group of alumni 

have launched the William A. Sahlman Fund for Entrepreneurship — an endowment that 

will support the teaching, study, and cultivation of entrepreneurship at HBS and Harvard.

 “Bill’s impact as a teacher, mentor, case writer, advisor, and friend is hard to exaggerate,” 

says Doug Mackenzie (MBA 1989), as he and Andy Paul (MBA 1983) reached out to alumni 

to inform them of the new fund. “Early support has been extraordinary,” adds Paul. “It’s a 

true testament to the role that Bill has played in so many lives as well as to the collective 

interest in and enthusiasm for entrepreneurship among the School’s alumni and friends.”

Sahlman arrived at Soldiers Field in 1973, earned his MBA in 1975, and received his PhD 

in business economics in 1982. He then joined the faculty full-time. Sahlman’s impact 

includes developing the School’s Entrepreneurial Finance elective (which more than 8,000 

students have taken), helping to build the Entrepreneurial Management unit, launching 

the California Research Center and the New Venture Competition, and creating an HBX 

entrepreneurship course.

If you would like to learn more about the fund, contact Jon Schaffrath at HBS: 

jschaffrath@hbs.edu, 617-384-8060.

To direct your HBS Fund gift to international research and learning opportunities, 

look for the “Global Understanding” option on the giving form found at give.hbs.edu.

GLOBAL UNDERSTANDING

HBS FUND ADVANCES 
GLOBAL STRATEGY

The 2016 – 2017 
Contributors Report is out! 
Read inspiring stories of alumni making an 

impact on a range of issues by giving to HBS. 

Also see annual and reunion giving by degree 

and class year. 

Visit alumni.hbs.edu/CR16-17 (HBS login required). 
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ALUMNI CONNECTIONS

Recent HBS Alumni Events on Campus and Beyond
1  Members of the Classes of 2003 to 2017 gathered for a Young Alumni 

Reception at Joy District Chicago in September.

2  The MBA Classes of 1972, 1977, 1982, 1987, and 1992, as well as alumni 
from several Executive Education programs, celebrated their reunions on 
campus in October.

3  Tokyo was one of 67 locations where clubs and alumni groups enjoyed an 
evening of networking and socializing in conjunction with the annual HBS 
Global Networking Night held on October 18.

4  Jay and Page Cowles (both MBA 1983), center, hosted seven MBA 2018 
students in their St. Paul, Minnesota, home in August as part of the HBS 
Summer Alumni Dinner Series.

Several hundred alumni and students attended A Conversation with 
Jeff Immelt (MBA 1982) on campus in September, cohosted by the HBS 
Association of Boston.

5 Attendees enjoyed the opportunity to ask a range of questions.

6  Jeff Immelt, then-chairman of General Electric, and Professor Emeritus 
Ben Shapiro on stage in Burden Hall.

To learn about upcoming events, please visit alumni.hbs.edu/events.

2 BOSTON1 CHICAGO

3 TOKYO 4 MINNESOTA

5 BOSTON 6 BOSTON
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“HBS HAS A UNIQUE ROLE TO PLAY AS A LEADER 
IN MANAGEMENT EDUCATION — SETTING THE 
STANDARD FOR EDUCATING THE WOMEN AND MEN 
WHO WILL GO OUT AND REALIZE OUR MISSION 
OF BUILDING GREAT ENTERPRISES THAT MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE IN THE WORLD.”

Nitin Nohria, Dean of the Faculty
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